Technology

It’s convoluted…
NIKOLAY GEORGIEV, Acustica developer and marketing
man, explains his company’s innovative software system
circuits of devices, they are all based on
dynamic sampling and Volterra series nonlinear
convolution. The main product of the company
is called ‘Nebula’ and it can be described as an
audio systems sampler. Nebula was conceived
in 2005 and it is currently available in version 4
under the name ‘N4’ and the free ‘N4 Player’
— both capable of loading internal and 3rd
party gear and other audio system libraries.
So how is this different from classic
convolution and why is there a need for a more
complex method when it comes to sampling
of gear?
With basic convolution a target system (for

example a reverb processor) is excited by a test
tone and its outputs are sampled. The derived
impulse response can then be loaded within a
convolver plug-in, which is able to behave ‘like’
the target system. In such case the results can
be accurate, as long as the system is linear in its
nature.
This technique, however, does not take into
account the harmonic distortion or changes in
the system with varying the operating level or
any time-variant behaviors and other
nonlinearities. To use an analogy, basic
convolution can be viewed as being a static
process, which is somewhat similar to taking
photographs. The trouble is that most audio
gear requires an approach rather similar to
making videos!
In 1870 the mathematician Vito Volterra
formulated a general theory on harmonic
distortion. According to Volterra, for each
harmonic order it is possible to model a ‘whole
system’ through the utilisation of a finite
number of ‘kernels’. An impulse response can
be seen as one of those many kernels.
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custica Audio was founded in 2007
by current CEO and CTO Giancarlo
Del Sordo. The company, based in
Lodi, Italy, creates software plug-in
emulations of rare vintage or modern hardware
gear and new hybrids impossible in the
analogue domain. What makes Acustica’s
products different is that instead of relying on
modelling algorithms to recreate the physical
behaviour of electronic components and
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Based on this idea, Acustica’s Nebula sampler is able to process a high
number of kernels at once through its built-in Kernel Engine. In this way a
different kernel can be executed for the fundamental and each following
harmonic. Moreover, depending on the detected operating levels, Nebula
can make seamless transitions between numerous dynamic layers of
such sets of kernels.
All of this in only possible with the help of another key module within
Nebula — the Vectorial Engine. Its
function is to control the Kernel
Engine. Being purely a control
mechanism, the Vectorial Engine
doesn’t produce any audio. Inside it
one can find the same modules
typically found in synthesisers:
LFOs, envelope followers, dynamic
modules and other functions. In
this way Nebula can cope with
even more complex challenges. For
instance, a cyclic time-variant FX
/ Acustica convolution process
(e.g. flanger) could be modelled by
looping sampled kernels.
Acustica calls the morphing of
the two engines Vectorial Volterra
Kernels Technology (V.V.K.T.),
which is at the heart of all plug-ins
created by the company. V.V.K.T.
actually borrows a lot from the
typical design of computer games
engines and database search
engines.
Here some may see a similarity
with what years ago was brought
to the market by Sintefex under the
patent of ‘Dynamic Convolution’.
Despite the similarities, it is
important to say that the two
systems have some very significant
differences. With dynamic
convolution the movement
between various layers of impulses is made through direct convolution
on a sample per sample basis and such sharp transitions can often lead
to undesired distortions and aliasing. Nebula instead processes short
blocks of data and relies on a few different interpolation and crossfade
algorithms to make the transitions seamless. This approach also allows

for convolution partitioning and the use of a mix of direct and FFT
convolution, which saves CPU power and can deliver zero latency
solutions.
A complete Nebula library consists of an XML ‘program file’
containing instructions and settings related to the library, and audio
‘Kernel Vectors’ files organised in a directory-like structure. The XML file
also determines any included parameter controls for the sampled library,
which in its turn can then be mapped to a
custom skinned GUI suitable for the
emulated device.
Other than Nebula, Acustica has an entire
range of standalone plug-ins known as the
‘Aqua’ range (for a review of the D.W. Fearn
VT5 Aqua EQ emulation refer to Resolution
V17.2 March 2018). Aquas can be seen simply
as skinned multiple instances of N4, joint
together for more complex emulations. So
an equalizer could consist of 7 Nebula
instances, recreating the LF, LMF, HMF, HF
bands, the HPF and LPF, and the ‘passthough’ character of the original device. In
such case each band of the EQ is sampled
as a non-dynamic and free of harmonic
distortion block (ideally tapped off the
circuit board and isolated from any other
surrounding parts in it) and the character of
the entire device is sampled dynamically
representing its harmonic distortion.
Obviously in such case it is very important
that the accumulated phase shifts and
frequency response deviation of the sum of
all modules matches closely the original
device.
Purists may argue that a better way to
recreate such EQ would be to have dynamic
samples of a huge number of combinations
of bands, frequencies, gain and Q settings.
In such case the entire EQ could be
executed by a single dynamic N4 instance.
This approach, however, is simply impractical, as it will require hundreds
of thousands of samples and sampling hours, and terabytes of data. On
the other hand, combining many N4 instances inevitably will increase the
CPU load and the introduced latency. For this reason the V.V.K.T. engine
is equipped with the ability to coalesce in real-time multiple kernel filter

Basic convolution can
be viewed as being a static
process, which is
somewhat similar to taking
photographs. The trouble
is that most audio gear
requires an approach
rather similar to making
videos!
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programs and execute
these as a single more
complex and slightly
longer kernel.
The sampling of
Nebula libraries,
including the recording
and the whole process
of deconvolution and
impulse response
management, are made
with the help of a
proprietary Windows
app called ‘NAT’. Part of
the art of sampling is
/ Nebula N4 block diagram
that both the original
test tone and the deconvolved
kernel audio files can be edited and
mixed with files from other devices.
This provides a lot of space for
experimentation and creativity —
and opens possibilities for various
hybrids impossible in the analogue
domain.
An example can be made with a
solid-state transformerless
/ Pink2 7236 compressor
compressor, whose pass-though
tone is substituted with that of a
vacuum tube transformer balanced device; or where the slow attack of a
classical opto-based unit can be changed with one of a very fast FET
topology. The Pink2 multiband compressor utilises crossovers of 3
different analogue circuits merged with the compressor behaviour of a

classic single band compressor. To spice things up, a flexible selection of
side-chain filters has been added for each band, based on analogue
circuits built exclusively for Acustica and the purpose of sampling!
So other than the obvious creative opportunities which the V.V.K.T.
engine offers, why is it that in a market oversaturated with plug-in
emulation, such an approach can make a difference?

Sonic preferences in 2018

Even in 2018 it isn’t uncommon for engineers to have a sonic preference
for analogue over digital gear. A lot of this can certainly be attributed to
existing cognitive biases. However, it is without doubt that such claims still
hold their ground and must have a certain dose of measurable truth
behind them. For example when emulating the pass-though tone of
analogue gear with other approaches, it is the transient / phase response
of the emulation that can often be impossible to model perfectly, which
could lead to what many describe as ‘plastic sounding’ software. Badly
designed plug-ins can also introduce aliasing. “The reason why we can
reduce aliasing and have correct phase response in filters and preamplifiers is due to the fact that we are using FIR and not IIR filters, as
happens in most plugins” explains Giancarlo del Sordo. “We are probably
the only company to provide an analogue emulation based exclusively on
FIR filters, including harmonic distortion.”
Another reason is that analogue gear always comes with its own
idiosyncrasies, and some minor imperfections can lead to audible sonic
differences. One such case can be observed with stereo gear where the
slight differences in the harmonic distortion and the frequency and
phase responses of the left and right channels can lead to decorrelation
within the original signal. The practical result of this is that stereo stems
can sound slightly wider with the centre becoming a little smeared and
spread out. This of course can be a good or a bad thing, depending on
the application, and the inclusion of an option to switch such differences
on and off is often provided to the user.
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Such idiosyncrasies
become much more
intriguing when dealing with
dynamic processors. Those
who have already seen a few
measurements of analogue
attack, release and ratio
curves will know that the real
magic is not just in the time
it takes to achieve a certain
target level, but rather in the
/ Phase/frequency deviation L-R on a German
way these curves develop
mastering console
and interact with each other.
Even in this case Nebula relies on sampling. “Our compressors are based
on machine learning. We approached things in this way long before it
became a trend and marketing slogan (see neural networks),” observes
del Sordo. “The goal is to approximate through gradients and function
minimisations the shape of the compressors’ attack and release curves
(when it comes to the ratio’s function, the approach of sampling is
common and widely used also by other developers).”
Reading about this technology brings about a question on why is it
that this isn’t the mainstream approach with which most companies
create their emulations? The answer is simple: because nonlinear
convolution costs far more computational power than any modelling or
minimum phase mimicking equivalents. Looking back at the beginning of
the ‘plug-in revolution’ — computers resources were scarce and the then
created modelling algorithms had to take this into account.
“Even in 2005 when Nebula 1 came around it could only render its
emulations offline, and real-time operation was unthinkable. This wasn’t a

/ Attack and Ratio curves for an analogue compressor

recipe for a good business model! But I wanted to achieve the best
possible sound and I knew that in the long run I will have something
special,” Acustica’s chief technology officer revealed. “With high CPU clock
speeds, multithreading and other optimisations, today our products are
finally finding their place on the market. As a comparison when testing a
top of the range 2015 15” MacBook Pro vs the 2017 version of it, both with
the same Pro Tools session set to 96kHz, one should be able to run 40 or
more stereo compressors before playback becomes impossible, even at
the largest buffer size. On the 2017 equivalent this number doubles — and a
new i9 based desktop can certainly cope with a lot more than this!”
Another real issues is how optimised your DAW of choice is when it
comes to resource management and multithreading. This is certainly a
big challenge, and one that often cannot be solved by Acustica without
the intervention by DAW manufacturers on DAW level.
As this technology constantly evolves, Acustica is constantly facing all
kinds of new challenges. But despite all the technical difficulties, it looks like
that such technology is one with a bright future and a lot of possibilities yet
to be discovered and made available to the audio community.
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